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The dream lives n
Dr. King's son addresses' BSU students

MLK III: ·Students· have power
to break the chain of bigotry
greatest nation." He touched 0
issues such as racism, the drug prob
lcm, the 63 million illiterate, the
The University News
homeless and the AIDS crisis whicl:
have become seriousproblems
ir
..Civil rights leader Martin Lu- this country .
King said he sees racism a~
ther King, Jr., marched many miles
to stamp out the injustices of the America's most serious problem am.
believes that it is at the root 0'
"separate but equal" laws which
prevailed during the 60s, and the others. It is up to us, he said, te
make the notion of racism an unpositive message he brought forth
lives on in the hearts and actions of popular one. All students have the
many Americans today. But in his power to break the chain of bigotry
by educating themselves on the
speech before an audience of nearly
histories of other cultures and ex.
800 in the Student Union Ballroom
last week, King's son Martin Lu- amining the nation's injustices.
"Hatred," King said, "is taught .'
ther King III said America could
You arc taught not to accept others
benefit from further positive action.
King focused on his call to ... When we look at each other ill
action for students to "repay the .equals we can move ahead as ;,
past" and "create opportunities for nation."
King encouraged students \(0
those behind us."
take a look at the wrongs being
"Students," King said, "have
become too complacent, too apa- committed in their own backyards
thctic, too comfortable."
For in- and to make aucmptsto right those
wrongs.
stance.he said,"you have a student
King brought the point home to
government association, and yet,
most of you don't even vote for BSU students saying "You have the
that," Students wanting to have an power to shut this place down toimpact on society should "use the morrow," He explained that institutions of higher learning, such as
ballot to help bring about change"
BSU, exist because of students and
. in all levels of government.
if students feel administrators arc
King, whose visit highlighted'
not meeting the needs of students,
the three-day celebration and series
of events at BSU in honor of his they have the power to demand
father, also cited the example of change by simply not showing up.
On the drug issue, King atstudent loans to typify current student apathy. King said when the tacked America's invasion of Paninterest rates and the terms of stu- ama saying "One man named Norident loans were recently raised, very ega is not the drug problem in.
few students protested by letter or America; We sent 30,000 troops
down there and we couldn't find
voice. "Students seem to be saying
him!" The drug problem, he said,
everything is nil right," he said.
is a moral one. "A nation that is not
"You should feel very fortumorally and spiritually sound, is a
nate that yol,larc able to get an edunation that cannot go ~ywhere," he
cation,"Kingtoldllleaudience,and
added that for many peoplc in the said. "What affects one directly,
affects all indirectly;" he added.
United States this is not always "the

by Jeff Faulkner and
Holly M. Anderson

Crowd at Stotehouse rally on Jan. 15

JoolSondo/SpoclalloTho Univollily Now.

We shall overcome

Hundreds march in support of King holiday
by Holly M. Anderson

•

The University News
Over 700 BSU students
marched from the Student- Union
downtotheStatehousconJan.15in
recognition of the anniversary of
slain civil rights leader MartinLuther King, Jr.ts birthday. The rally
was organized to demonstrate to
Idaho Legislators that now is the
time to make Martin Luther King,
Jr. Dayan official holiday in Idaho.
Idaho is one of only four states in
the nation that has not declared the
day a state holiday.
Once at the Statehouse, the
students participated with other
Idahoans in a celebration commcmorating King where they heard
Iromspcakcrsabout thc importancc
of King's work and sang along to
"We. Shall Overcome,"
Eric Love, organizer of the
student march and president .of the
Black Studcnt Union, addressed
the lunch time crowd gathered in
. the rotunda praising the ideals of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Love said
King 'sefforts to bring aboutcliange
through nonviolent action had just
as much affect on the citizens of
Idaho as the citizens of the deep
. south whcre King did most of his
work .. Some who protest making
King's birthday a holiday in Idaho
have said King's work had little to
do willI life in Idaho. .

"We must ed~caie thos~ 'who students hi: asking the legislature to
haveyettorealizcthedream,"Love
passabillmakingKing'sbirthdaya
said. "It is not a conservativeor a state holiday in Idaho. A bill has
liberalissue, not a Republican or a been introduced in the Senate State
Democratic issue, rather itisa matter Affairs committee which would
of right or wrong," he said.
.
officially celebrate Martin Luther
Bill Wassrnuth, director of King, Jr. Day in Idaho.
Northwest Coalition against Mali- .
BillEddins,aBSUstudentand
cious Harrassmcnt.saidthcdaywas
a member of the Governor's Task
a time to recall and reflect on the Force on the Martin Luther King,
human and civil rights abuse of both Jr. Federal Holiday, said he was
IlICprescntand the past in the United excited by the fact Idaho may offiStates and around the globe.
cially recognize King's birthday,
"We need this day to recommit but said he was still troubled by the
ourselves to bringing justice to all fact BSU didn't already acknowlthe citizens
or this planet,"
edge the holiday regardless of the
Wassmuth said. "Dr. Martin Luther legislature's failure to do so.
King docsn'mccdthisday.wc
nccd
"It almost offended me that
this day."
Boise Public Schools had planned
Pat Reilly, ASBSU President,
for the holiday. Ourinstitutioncould
. called the march "very well organ- ~J.rrangefor us to have the day off,
izcd" and was impressed with the and I don't think they planned
large number of BSU students in ahead," Eddins said.
attendance. "The march started on
The school year is set by a
campus and is an important signal university committee of BSU adto thc legislature that BSU students ministratorsand the ASBSU Presiare serious about this issue,"
dent who meet each September to
BSU sophomore Perry Stokcsschedule
the following year's calalsomarchedontheStatehouseasa
endar. The plan is then sent on to
signal to legislators. "I believe Dr.. President Keiser for his approval.
King was a very important leaderin
While classes were schedulcd
the history of the United States," he to begin Jan ..15, Dr. Keiser sent out
said. "There is really no excuse for a memo to faculty members requestnot celebrating the holiday when . ing they let interested students atwe compare King's life to others we tcnd the march or any of I1le olller.
celebrate with holidays such as events scheduled last Monday at
Columbus Day:'
see "March," page 2
During Ille celebration at Illc
SI."ltehousc,Gov.Andrusjoi~cdwith
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'Vivisection not mandatory in BSUbiology. labs
by Dave Thomason
The University News
vivisccnon-ethc dissection of
live animals for educational purpose-is pitting educators against
students. Animal lovers see vivisection and the lise of dead animals
for instruction as an unnecessary
cruelty. Biology professors see it as
an invaluable tool for teaching life
science.
A 19S7 California court case
invol ving the refusal of a high school
student to dissect a frog in biology
class resulted in the passage of a bill
in that state which gives students
the right to refuse to dissect animals
in class. There is no such law 'in
Idaho.
Students enrolled in biology
and other science classes at BSU
regularly dissect rats, frogs, cats,
'sharks and other animals. But the
students do not necessarily have to
dissect.

"I don't think that we have ever
forced a student to dissect, nor would
we," said BSU Biology Department
Chair Marcia Wicklow-Howard.
According to James Long, head
of the BSU Life Science program,
there are alternatives to dissections
such as model simulations and films.
He said these substitutes are improving but may not be as good as
the real thing.
"There is really no substitute
for hands-on experience," he said.
Long added that simulated models
lack realism. and do not prepare
students for the unpredictable nature of living organisms.
Animal rights activists contend
that animals used in university labs
are treated cruelly. Long is not ccrtaiu that this is true. "It depends on
where you draw the line. 1 don't
think that it is cruel if the dissection
is done in a professional manner,"
he said.
Millions of animals are used in
university labs each year. Critics

claim that the collection of these
specimens constitutes a threat to the
environment and that some animal
species could become extinct as a
result. Long sees this argument as
having some validity, and said the
actual size of laboratory specimens
- is getting smaller, which is an indication that the population also is
diminishing.
This scarcity of specimens is
rcsulting inan incrcaseincostoflab
animals. This increase in cost,
combined with the declining price
of models and simulations is making it attractive for some univcrsities to curtail their use of dissection.
According to Long, BSUwill
try to employ more alternatives to
dissection in the future.
An anti-dissection group in
California has started a hotline: 1SOO-FROG. Callers to the line rcceive a recorded message asking
them to leave their name and number.
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1990 Legislature.
The top priority, he said, is to
increase faculty and staff salaries ..
"Decision-makers who claim
higher education is a priority and
then steadily reduce the percentage
of the state budget devoted to it and
fail to reward educators at a level
close to regional or national standards should understand they are
inconsistent," Keiser said. '
"I believe it is unfair to ask
state employees to suffer without a
cost of living increase when times
arc' difficult and then to increase
salaries by less than the amount of
inflation when the state economy is
doing well," he added.
Keiser said an $ 11 million onetime request fro in the state surplus
to replace worn and outdated equipment "should rank as tlle most e[l~i1y understood and most rea~onablc
use of surpius funds in the state,"
.BSU alsp will ask for $900,000
to remodel Campus School, an c1<;mentary school the university purchased last summer to house art and
political science faculty.
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Urging the faculty to "Think
globally and act locally," BSUPresident John Keiser said in his annual
"State of the University" address
Jim. 8 that during the 1990s tlle
school will focus on issues facing
Boise and other Idaho cities.
Keiser told the 450 faculty and
staff members in attendance that
BSU could become a model urban
university serving as a "major driving force for environmental, economic, governmental, social and
cultural enhancement"
"As our nation continues to
become more urbanized, cities like
Boise will emerge as examples for
others to follow, for this size city
offers an ideal crucible, a perfect
environment for'global concepts to
be translated into local action,'~
Keiser said.
The BSU presidenl"designated
1990 as tlle Year of tile City,'a time·
when tlle university will focus much
of its research efforts on urban prob-,
lems.
'
Keiser also used the speech to
outline BSU's requests before the

PRODIGY IS a reglslered senl1Ce mark and Irademark
CQlporalJon
...
E .press. hOC WindOWS Manager and hOC WindOWS
IlfBM Corp 1989,

,BSU in honor of King.
"I encourage you to release
students from dass who are interesicd'in participating in Monday's
programs: They have been assured
they w'i1l not. be 'punished' for
.missing a dass in order to attend
one of tlle special events on Jan.
IS," the memo stated.
The march was apartofa tlueeday celebration of Martin Luther
King,Jr. on the BSU campus funded
by several campus organizations,
_induding the IUack Student Union,
ASBSU and the president's office,
~nd was coordinated by a campu\vide committee.

Love, a member of the committee, lauded the program as "a
smashing success.
We accomplished our goal of educating as
many people as possible on the
ideals of ~artin Luther King, Jr.
Hundreds and hundreds of people
attended the events."
Love said he would like tlle
committee to become a permanent
fixture at BSU so that the events
honoring King will continue every
year. He said anyone interested on
serving on the committee should
contilct Rob Meyer in the Student
Activities office at 385-1223.
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BSUstudents build living legacy
by Phil DeAng-eli
Special to The University News
An observatory looking over
and under an inner-city section of
the Boise River is being forged with
the help ofBSU students. Members
of the university's Construction
Management Association arc supplying some of the labor for the
BoiseRiverObservatory, a 4.5-acre
interpretive park behind the Idaho
DepartmentofFish and Game headquarters in Boise.
The observatory includes a
visitor's center, pathways, ponds,
footbridges, a meandering stream
and four underwater viewing stations. This "ant farm" for fish, as
one visitor called the project, was
. conceived by a committee of Boise

City Celebrations, a group that plans
and coordinates Centennial events
for Boise in 1990.
The committee asked BSU
construction management professor Charles Gains to serve as project manager and he said he quickly
saw the benefits of involving the
3D-member student club in such a
far-reaching community project.
"I knew the club takes pride in
performing a single project every
year," Gains said. "They had four or
five ideas listed, but this is the one
project on their list that will serve
the community in years to come."
The student construction workers are building the foundation for
the observatory's visitor's center.
Other volunteer groups, such as the
Kiwanis Club and Boise area high
school vocational technicalcl;L~ses,

will complete construction of the
building, Gains said. He estimates
the entire project would cost about
$750,000 if a privatecontractorwerc
to build it.
City officials view the observatory as a valuable edueational tool
for. southwestern Idaho students.
Salle Schaffner, executive director
of 'Boise City Celebrations, said
BSU students arc playing an important part in environmental education in this area. "They arc part of
the city developing a lasting legacy
that will be around for years and
years,' she said.
This is not the first service
project undertaken by the Construction .Management Association,
which has won several national
awards forcommunity involvement
Last' spring, the group con-

Construction Isunderway on the Boise River Observatory behind the
Idaho Department of Fishand Game headquarters In Boise.

structcd a4,OOO-square-foot fenced
park for Alzheimers patients at the
local Veterans Administration
Hospital. The club recognized the
need for the park and presented the
idea to VA administrators. The students did the feasibility study and
design, drew the plans, got the project approved and then assembled
the materials and equipment, mostly
-donations from local professional
contractors.
The group also rebuilt a worn
wooden bridge in Boise ncar the
fire station which serves the BSU
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campus. .
BSU student Keith Slack,
Boise, said: "The observatory is a
good thing. A lot of students who
haven't had hands-on experience;
this is getting them experience with
concrete."
"It's a good cause, too ... it's
for the education of elementary and
junior high kids," he said.
Phil De Angeli. a BSU senior
majoring in English. was an intern
last semester in the Office of News
Services.
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--,---------------------.--F - --. - .~ .-Quoteofthe Week
As of·.January 27, all males .living lnor visiting
America must wear a skirt, without hose, up to
the age of 27 to be consistent with their female
media devil worship, and to be reincarnated
·into the human race.
John-Wayne Johnson

CrackIn high places
Marion Barry, the mayor of Washington, D.C., was arrested
last week for allegedly smoking crack. It must have been
difficult for Mr. Barry to enforce the existing drug laws with
a straight face. Hopefully, ifhe is found guilty, Mr. Barry and
D.C. can both benefit from drug rehabilitation.
.

Modern convenience gone bad
Deja vu in its most frightening form struck the halls of the
Administration Building last week. Students found them~v~s~ilinginlioo~~ohoo~m~ngcrw~ti~ro~d~--------~--------------------~--~
and/or drop classes. Those of us who have been around long
enough to remember the craziness of registration in the Pavilion would welcome the comparative smoothness of that good,
old-fashioned free-for-all rather than endure the frustration of
the wait for a tum with the computers. Itseems the computers
that were supposed to free us from the torture of long lines
have tumed against us.
Will little Suzie get into that microeconomics class she
needs to graduate? Will Johnny get to the front of the line in
time to get out ofM-l 08 without having a "W" for "withdrew"
placed on his transcript? For the answer to these and other by. David Kennedy
questions too strange to answer, tune in this spring for the next The University News
episode of "The Line That Never Ends."
The season of the year stretch(P.S.: The deadline for withdrawing from a class and not ing from Thanksgiving through the
having a"W" placed on your transcript has been extended to New Year is marked by celebration
and reverence in every culture I
Monday, Jan. 22.)

n death, dying, and
saying "I love you"

Sympathy for Montreal
Kudos to Dr. Sandra Schackel's Women's History class and
to all 1,351 ASBSU students for the letter of support and
condolence that they sent to the University of Montreal after
the fatal shooting of 14 women engineering students in Montreal on December 6, 1989.
Maybe the reports of terminal . apathy at BSU have been
overstated. It is encouraging to see portents of social and
political consciousness awakening in out student population.

;:::=======:;:::==================:;
Legislative Update
.

There are several. issues 'Also on the priority lisf~re
cnncernlng BSU, before the salary increases for faculty,
Idaho legislature this session;
Currently before .the House
0Il Jan. 24, BSUwiHpresEducation Committee is House
enta"wish
list" of funding
Bill 437. This bill,requested
proposals to theJoint Finance
by the State Board of Educaand Appropriation Committion, will give the State Board
tee. Atthe top ofthl<; list isa
the right to determine
the
request for a $7.9 million
amountofgrant
payments on
increase in the university's
an annual basis. and to limit
budget. Also on the list is an the number made toeachindi$11 million one·time funding
vidual.
,
increase. requested
by .the
FiOlllly, Senate JIm 1348,reState 80ardof Education to lating to the. grant of official
purchase
computers
and
stllteholidayslatustothebirthequipment.
Of this request
dny of Marlin Luther King,
BSUwould receive $2.8 mik Jr., hus been submitted. This
lion. Additionally, BSU has
bill is cllrrentiy being printed
askedror aODe·time request
and will return to the Sennte
of $900,000 toreltl0del Cam~· State Affairs Committee later
pus School for the Political
this month:.
.
Science and ArtDepartinents.
.

My younger sister and brother without wanting, I would have rccame to help us celebrate. We were grcttcd not having one last chance
not yet aware Dad was dying, but to tell him I loved him. Instead I
rather were waiting for the doctors have the satisfaction of knowing he
to announce their latest miracle knew how I and Ute rest of his chiltherapy would borrow him time dren felt. We all came to his bedbeyond thcallotted "three score and side as he drew his last breath, and
ten." During finals week he rc- relief at the end of his suffering
have encountered. East and West turned to the hospital, and the doc- penetrated and softened our grief. I
alike observe festivals of renewal tors held out less and less hope with felt alive again for the flrst.tlmc in
and birth auhcdcad of winter. Long each passing week. Once "rcasona- ,;,;,da;;;:y_s,;...
before the Hebrews, pagan cultures blYcertain" the dreaded canccrcou ld ..
marked Ute beginnings of Ute sun's be either cured or arrested, we
return with 12 days of feasting, and learned in Ute days bel ween Christthe Christians converted the dates . mas and New Year's Day that.he
and symbols just as they converted had just days orwceks to live. Mom
the people, Perhaps something pri- then took him home, lO die in the
We were 1I0t yet
mcval livcs in the human spirit that house he built us among the family:
makes us venerate lifcon earth most and friends he Iovedenough to share
aware Dad was dying,
when it is least in evidence. This is his life with, and who loved him
but rather were waiting
the time of year when we remind enough to share his suffering.
for
tile doctors to all, Now, the gift became evident.
ourselves that UtGcycle, now comnounce
their Iatestmir- ,
plete, is also only beginning and we. Never, in my memory, has my Iam.acle therapy wouldborremember what we Litkefor granted ilybcencloscrthan iustoday. Going
"home"to the farm where Ispent so
the rest of the year.
'
row him time beyond tile
many years, both as a child and as
allotted "three score
an adult.I expected to confront the.
and ten. "
meaning of life and Ute nature of
.;. 1 expected to condeath. Watching Dad waste away
front the meaning of life
into thm gentle sleep I was instead
and the nature of death.
flooded with a torrent of memory
Watching Dad waste
and nostalgia. Irummaged through
boxes of faded photographs, feelaway into that gentle
I realize that as life goes on ]
ing guilty at first as if uncovering
will still missopportunltics to say"
sleep, 1 was instead
closely held secrets. TIten I found
love you" to my family and close
flooded with a torrent of
friends. Butlwillnotmisssomany
myself discovering my. parent's
. memory and nostalgia.
proudest accomplishments.
Baby . Sometimes it is nOl an easy thing l<
books documenting the "firsts" in say. However, it becomes easicl
. My· father fell ill shortly after four children 's lives, clippings from with each saying and makes us at
Thanksgiving, then died on Jan. 7. newspapers, first-grade report cards, . more secure. I wailed until Dad':
As a result, my family and I enjoyed athletics and band awards leaped impending deaut made me aware 0
an extra gift this Christmas, one out of dusly envelopcs hidden in all ule. parts of him utat arc noy
welcome in retrospecl but loathcd dark closet corners. The triumphs parts of me lOthank bim for utem.
.from Uteoutset. Dad's illness hov- and tragedies of raising daughters will not ·make that mistake agail
and sons were ilie treasures of his whit the ·pcople I take for granted
ered over us like an unavoidable
cloud, and the short glimpses of life. I had discovered my best and and urge the rest of you to do th'
same. I hopc you· had a happ:
sunshine became much more pre- oldest friend.
And so I told him so. TItal was . holiday season, and urge you alltl
cious because of it. He was too illto
auend my wedding on Dee. 8, an my best gift last Christmas season; write home often. There is no rca
event made more significant by the lime to,fie sure he knew how son to wait for Christmas 199C
much I cared forhim and how much Welcome back to classes, and be!
bringing him two granddnughlers
and a great-granddllUghter just nine I appreciated the lhings he did for wishes for the 1990s. ,
me. Had his death come suddenly,
months old;
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King'swords inspire ideas and actions
by Stacey Spain,
Special to The University News
During the fourth grade, in a
darkened room, "Lay your heads on
your desks and just listen," a
scratchy album with Martin Luther
King's "I Have a Dream" address
radicalized my idea of history (and
life) forever. Somewhere in the
words of that message, mixed with
the sound of his voice, I realized
that this man had been completely
and vibrantly alive and that he was
just as completely and irrevocably
dead. I cried on the bus going home
as the words slipped away from me
but the ideas remained.
Since then I've learned more
about what Martin Luther King
stood for, more about Selma and
tear gas, Rosa Parks ~U1dwalking to
work. But I still felt like an outsider

because of the color of my skin. It
wasn't until I started making connections between racism, sexism,
the politics of poverty .and violence
against women and children that I
started marching, too.
Once I
learned about the power structure
that was responsible for the opprcssion in my life, I was forced 10 look
again 411 my irrational, prejudicial
and learned fear of other minorities.
I was taught 10 fear other minorities
(black men in particular) so that we,
the oppressed.could not join forces.
In unity there is real strength,
I felt that unity at Monday's
march for Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. This was a gentle, strong, quiet
march, and when we reached the
capitol the unity was there as we
filled the rotunda with our bodies
and voices saying to our legislature;
"We are here, we will be dealt
with."

'

I couldn't stand still during the
speeches; I had 10 keep moving
through the people, up and down
the Stairs, looking at folks, touching
the backs of friends, hugging. Believing for the first time that we
would really make a difference,
seeing the power of the people maniJested in the faces of children. I
finally stopped to listen to Bill
Wassmuth as he made clear the conncctions between racism and sex' ism, bigotry and violence that I have'
feltsostrongly. Then we held hands
and lifted our voices singing "We
Shall Overcome," and I believed it.
I believe thai we shall overcome racism and everything it represented to Dr. King. We shall
overcome white supremacy andcthnocentrism.
Idaho needs this day of cclcbration for this man who symbolizes love and freedom.

I have

a dream. that

four little children. 'lUU{ one
~ C£ayiiue in a nation uihere
tliey tuil! not bejuC£gedby
the color o..f their skin, but
6y the content of their
character.
Spcccfi

at

:Martin Lutket '1(1'llg, [t.
CirJi( rigfits :Mllrcfi OIt 'Wasfiilrgtoll
51l1gllst 28, 1~J63

Drunk driver killed
Letters Policy

a dream

Letters to The University News are accepted and encouraged. We
reserve the right to edit tor.qrcrnmor and libelous content. Letters must be
typed. double-spoced and must include your signature and telephone
number for verification. Maximum length for letters is 250 words. Letters
submitted without phone numbers andsignatures will not be printed. All
letters submitted become the property of The University News.

J

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Shouldn't it be
Human Rights Day?
to
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Editor:
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
was a man who stood up! for human
rights. My respect for him is great,
and I am :mre millions of people feel
the same way. But my worry comes
as I try to figure out Dr. King's

dream. A dream for all humanity to
be treated and respected equally. I
myself agree 110 percent with that
dream,and have wanted a holiday
to celebrate his birthday, Instead,
Dr. King would have preferred a
holiday aimed towards what he lived
and died for-human rights. Even
though a holiday for Dr. King will
bring about an awareness towards
human rights, I believe many of the
other martyrs that fought for human

In!!

Editor:
You have plans for your lifegoals 10 reach-a brilliant future ..
. So did Linda Lancaster, a doctoral candidate at the University of
Maine. On Feb. 18, 1989, the
drunken driver of a pickup truck
.. s~uckherdownassheandacla~rights will be left aside and b emntewalkedalon~aside~alkin~le
forgotten, Let's make Dr. King's campus communuy.
Linda tiled
dream come true and also under- three hours later.
stand and fight towards an equality
All her g~nlls and plans for uic
that will be the same for all people, future were Wiped OUIIl1.~nesenseraces. colors and genders. Let's join les~ moment of dru.nken violence-sto have a "human rights" holiday a vlolenc~ our legislators have yet
a Ill! this way fuifillihe dreams and to recognize as, murder-:-a~d our
hopes of many generations and court:~o,f1aww,llverover Justice for
people, including thai of Dr. Martin the VlctUIl.
,
Luther King, Jr.
You have plans for your life,
. Marco Valle but take a moment as you walk

across campus 10 ponder on your
chances of becoming the random
victim of a drunken driver. We all
carry the same risk, as did Linda.
But with your help we can-and
must-kecp our streets and sidewalks safe.
Take a stand. Refuse to ride
with an intoxicated driver. Voluntccr to drive a friend who has partied too much. Write your congrcssional representatives to initiate
deterrent legislation against killer
drivers: no time off for good behavior-no
suspending half a sentence-no plea bargaining.
'Do something positive, if not
for yourself or for a friend, then for
someone who loves you.
Keep your future alive
Russell and Eleanor
Nicholson,
parenL~ of Linda Lancaster

The Recycling Corner
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"Trash In" at the Capitol
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The Idaho Conservation League has
organized a "Trash In" to dramatize
the need for recycling legislation this
session. They invite everyone to drive
by the Jefferson Street entrance to
the Statehouse on Friday, Jan. 26 any
time between 7:30 a.m. and noon to
drop off recyClable, glass, aluminum,
m'agazines and newspapers.

'

Trashbusters
The BoiseConsumer· Coop has a permanent re.cycling station in itsparking
lot on Hill Road with barrels for clear,
green 'and brown giassand for aluminum cans. Thisstation was erected by
Trashbusters, a 'local recycling business'created by Bois'eanTim Breiding.
AlsOon the premises is a newspaper
recycling bin.'
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-----------....---.;..-.,F' - - -- - _. - - - spring semester. Topics include:
BSU Library Information on Jan.
Helpwith 1990·91 25; Tutorial Services Available on
Campus on Feb. 8; Internships on
FAF's available
Feb. 22, Listening on March 8; Student Activities on March 22; Continuing Education on April 12; HonIf lhc"'1990-91 Financial Aid orsProgram on April 26.
Form application has you sereaming for help, you can get it from
BSU's financialaidoffice.The45minute sessions will help students
BSU awarded
planning to attend BSU or other
postsecondary institutions file figrants for rural
nancial aid forms.
development
The sessions arc offered at 7
p.m. Jan. 24, Feb. 1 and 5; and at
5:30 p.m. Jan. 30 and Feb. 7 in
. Room 210 of the BSU Technical
. Four grants totalling nearly
Education Building. A Nampa $66,000 have been awarded to BSU
session will be at 6:30 p.m. Jan. 22 to encourage economic developin Room 122EoftheCanyonCounty
ment in Idaho's rural areas.
Division Vo-Tech School, 2401
The Rural Economic DevelopCaldwell Blvd.
ment Grants were awarded by the
For more information, call Idaho Board of Education. BSU also
Francie Katsilomctes at 385-1664. will work on a $15,000 cooperative
grant with ISU to study rural healthcare needs.
Non-traditional
The BSU projects funded include a computerized inventory of
student support
Idaho's public infrastructure of
group to meet
roads.Iandfillsand water and sewer
The Non-traditional Student systems; identifying the capital
Support Group is for students who needs of firms in rural Idaho comare returning to school after a pc- munitiesand determining the availariod of time away or who arc just bility of financing, particularly for
beginning their college education. small- and medium-sized firms at
The meetings arc informal and stu- high levels of risk; comparing tax
dents arc encouraged to bring their -Icvcls among nine western states
lunch and should feel free to come and study of the influence of taxes
late or leave early if sessions over- on economic growth and the retention, expansion and creation of
lap with class or work.
The group meets on the second businesses; and developing policy
and fourth Thursday of each month recommendations to improve befrom 12:30 to 1:30 p.m, in VoTech leaguered library services 'in rural
210 (except the first meeting, Jan. Idaho.
BSU's college of Health Sci25, which will be held in VoTech
ence
will participate in the $15,000
113). Topics of interest will be
presented by guest speakers during grant surveying rural hospital needs.

tional leadership .development
program for college students who BSU Foundation
have completed the junior year.
'marks successful
Hewlett-Packard
Each summer 50 outstanding students from campuses across the fundraising
year
to sponsor joint
country arc selected to spend 10
professorship
weeks strengthening leadership .
The BSU Foundation recorded
skills. The program objective is to
another successful fund-raising
Hewlett-Packard will contrib- prepare students to accept major year, according to foundation exute $100,000 to BSU over the next leadership responsibilities earlier in ecutive director Robert Fritsch.
three years to sponsor a joint pro- their careers and to handle them
The Foundation raised $2.6
fessorship in computer science at more effectively. These leaders will
million
inprivatecontributionsfrom
the school. BSU will match the impact all aspects of society, cam- 3,246 donors for the 1988-89 fiscal
pus,
business,
government
and
contribution.
year. Total assets for the BSUFounBSUPrcsidentJohn Keisersaid community.
dation arc now over $9.3 million,
a nationwide search is under way
Fritsch said.
for a doctorate level computer sci"We are very appreciative of
entist who will begin teaching next
the support our alumni and friends
fall.
as well as businesses have given
• "Boise State is eager to serve Entrants sought
BSU," Fritsch said. "It provides
the market that exists in its own
both the means as well as the inspifor
poetry
contest
backyard," Keiser said. "This joint
ration for the pursuit of excellence
effort between BSU and Hewlettat the university."
Packard is an excellent example of
In addition, the BSU FoundaThe Oregon SUitePoetry Assohow industry and higher education
tion elected its officers for the 1989can cooperate to meet our mutual ciation is looking for poets to submit their work to the 1990 Spring 90 fiscal year. They are Tom L.
needs."
MacGregor, director of the. Ada
The new position will expand Poetry Festival competition.
County Highway District, president;
Wilma
Erwin,
asp
A
president,
the university's offerings in the
theory of computing and software said cash prizes totaling $400 will PetcrL. Hirschburg, president or
engineering.
Besides teaching be. awarded to winners in seven Fletcher Oil Co., vice president;
classes at BSU, the professor also categories: Poet's Choice. Unfor- Charles Blanton, an attorney with
will teach courses for employees at gcttablc Characters, Haiku, Satire/ Hall, Farley, Obcrrecht and Blanthe Hewlett-Packard plant in Boise. Wit, Baseball, Inspirational, Reli- ton, secretary: and Asa Ruyle, BStJ
gious Themes and Winner's Debut. vice president for finance and
TIle contest is restricted to poets administration, treasurer.
Appointed to the BSU Foundawho have never won a cash prize for
poetry. Awards wil1 be presented tion as directors arc Donald "Jim"
BSU nominates
April 28 at the asp A Spring Poetry Nelson, presidcntofNelson Sand &
Festival Luncheon at Western Ore- Gravel Co. Inc.; and Samuel Crossthree to Leadergon State College in Monmouth, land, attorney and retired senior viee
president for Morrison Knudsen.
are.
ship America
For contest information, con- New Foundation trustees are Robert
tact Leona Ward at 503-235-4730, White, vice president of finance for
.BSU has selected Holger Doerr,
evenings or weekends, or write af- Ore-Ida Foods, Inc.; Edmund Keane
Fruitland; Bill Eddins, Boise; and
ter Feb. 1 to OSPA Contest, 1645 Jr., president and chief executive
Isadore Goumeau, Boise for nomiS.E. Spokane Street, Portland, Orc., officer of Key Bank of Idaho; and
nation to the national Leadership
97202. Please enclose a self-ad- William Glynn, president of InterAmerica program.
mountain Gas.
Leadership America is a na- dressed, stamped envelope.

Overland-Oil Express

Have the best summer of your life!
Enjoy the inVigorating, challenging experience living in the
spectacular Rocky Mountains brings.

May, Summer 90
Graduates

15 Min LUBE· OIL ..FILTER
Only $19.95
4201 Overland

Full mochank:

SI. Mary Lodge {J. Resort, Glacier Parks best, now accepting
_ ,summer applications for the following positions: Bar, Restaurant,
and Kitchen stalls, Desk Clerks, Salespeople and Store Clerks,
Ollice, Service Station, Housekeeping, and Maintenance
Personnel.
We will be on campus January 24-25, so como meet us and learn
more about Glacier Natlona! Parkl Or, write to St. Mary Lodge &
Resort, P.O. Box 1808 Sun Valley, 10 83353 for an application.
Don't pass up the opportunity of 8 lifetime!

Rd & Roosevelt

344-50n
eervlcee

UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch·

ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free Counseling
Choice of Adoptive Parents

342-6805

1416

Have an "BxcettentAdventure"
as a BSU Resident Advisor!
flesld:ei1c~""ii.an· e.o.sitrbns -,~vaila6Ie'.\,.:' .:··:~::·:::::·:::.:"}:·\.::·::·;:::~:qn)5all···~··9·~Q'·;':':.:.,:',,""':':::'::":::'::::;::::::;,':::::::,::
.-Must be a full-time student with 2.25 GPA
-Single Room & Board, plus $30/month

Register NOW!
Career Planning and Placement
123 Administration
8 a.m. -5 p.rn., Mon - Fri.

'.

.

.

.

Fee
.

.
" '-I

AI
,-

MrvicO.
"

For more tntorrnatlon.please contact:
;The Office of Student Residential Life in.
Room 214 Administration or call 385-3986

Streot, Boise

conlidonl6al
~

",::

~WORK FOR YOURSELE'v
.:.
.
....
;-:',",
As a campus representative
you" be responsible lor placing
advertising matertals on bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs ler dlents
such as Amertcan E>-press,
. Boston University, Eurall, and
various movIe cornpanles,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many 01 our reps stay'
wlth us long alter graduation.
If
you are sell-motivated,
hard-

oi

working, and a blt
an
entrepreneur, call or wrtte lor
more Inlormatlon to:
AMERICAN

'

No.Registration

There will be an important meeting for all
applicants February 4, at 7:00 p.m, in the
Big Four Room of the Student Union Building
Applications due Feb. 13, 1990
.

W. Franklin

PASSAGE

NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO. IL 60648
1(800) 727-6783 or

(312) 847-l1880
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGelES
NEW VORK SEATTl.E

ru,
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pros-pect (pros'pckt') 11. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --v." To explore
or search about.

.

The 19905: The back
to good 01' American
values decade

.
By Stevie' F. Lyon
The University News

Native and abstr~ctart at BSU"galleries
-----------"""
by Lee Arnold
The University News
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Sho-Ban exhibit features
artworks by 30 tribal artists
The mixture of local native American arts and crafts in the Idaho Sho-Ban
Exhibit. featuring the work of30
Shoshone and Bannock tribal artists on
display in the Liberal Arts Gallery ,
through February 2 reminds us of how
far removed we are from the transcendental qualities of everyday living.
To a great extent in modem U.S.
culture, we do not have a deep connccnon with everyday activities such as
wearing clothes, cooking, and so forth;
we have a connection to them so far as
wearing certain styles of clothes for '
fashion, making ourselves socially
acceptable. Because we buy things
such as clothing or food from a store,
we have no connection to their means of
production; and therefore these things
are impersonal and have no significance
for us.
..
. Except for Native Americans and
many other native cultures, there is a
deeply-felt bond with life and its
manifold functions; and everything
from the simplest necklace to the most
elaborate headdress has the pervasive
quality of reaffirming the Native American way of life and the necessities for
survival, and provides a sense of
continuity and stability.
You most strongly sense this in me
headwork. most of which is by .
Shoshone-Bannocks Sheryl Lynn
. Brown, Lydia Lillie Stone, and Aaron
Dale Capps. The attention to detail
throughout weaves grandeur in me
simplest of items; and more importantly.fhcrc is character of individual
handiwork mat gives the wearer a
connection to the articles. .
Indeed, th~ paintings, drawings,
and prints come off weaker by comparison. The best of these is William
Edmo's Galactic Horseman, a childlike
wonder of a horseman against a desert
sky. But even here there is a striving
for that connection, through me
simplistic formal language; if it suffers
in any way, it is in that it seems "less
authentic" next to me bc.'ldwork.
Overall, however, the exhibit is
. well worth catching. It is open to the

Black and White, a graphite art piece by BSUstudent Jim
Rupp.

general public in the Liberal Arts
Gallery from 9:00-5:00 Monday-Friday,
and noon-5:00 Saturday and Sunday.

Progressions on display in
Student Union Boisean Lounge
Jim Rupp's exhibit Progressions
in the Student Union Boiscan Lounge
. deals mainly with collage clements
played off against one anouler;·to
varying degrees of success. His most
successful efforts arc in his color photo
collages, where he achieves a destructive character of his subjects broken up
with geometric color patterns,
In his series of nineteen prints in
this vein, everything looks burnt,
worked, and just plain frightening, like
snapshots in hell. This is far from
detrimental-it
is theirstrengm .
Phantasm in particular gives you the
chills!
Beyond this, however, what is
unique with these works is how they
show that photography," the of tenderided bastard child of everyday vision.
in fine art circles, can take from visual .
reality and manipulate it into a form that
does not lose the subject's intrinsic
nature as something that is real, yet
gives the sense that it is a peek into
something we cannot or will not see.
When heightened with me "fourdimensional" quality of me mediumthat is, me camera's ability to manipu-.
late not only space but time as wellsurrealism really becomes real. .
. By contrast Rupp's drawings and

Buffalo

Skull by Ramona B. Waleme

paintings.do not quite have the same
, cohesiveness of vision. He is at his best
here when he manipulates fields of ."
shapes and patternsin a fashion after his
photography, such as in the pastel
Considering, and in untitled oil, but
overall the effect is too decorative next
. tome gritty daring and destructive force .
of the prints. A painterly correspondence to the photos should call for
densely worked surfaces in thick oils or
mixed media, but he doesn't take full
advantage of it.
.
.
. Nonetheless, he presents a fine
body of work, mainly with me photography, mat is well worth watching out
for in me future. His show runs through
Feb. 28.
"

..Prize,;,winningquartet to perform at~SU
Group to also
hold mosterclo"ss
The FrancisC<'lnString Quartet, the
prize-winning quartet-in-residence at
Dartmouth College, will perform at 8
p.m. Jan. 26 in me Morrison Center
Recital Hall.
The group will play "Quartet in G
Minor~' by Franz Joseph Hadyn and
"String Quartet No.5" by George
Rochberg: Pianist Pel Parkinson, a BSU
music professor, will perform wim the
quartet for Robert Schumann's "Quintet
. for Piano and Strings."
The Franciscan String Quartet
received intensive coaching for two
...years wim me Tokyo Quartet while on
fellowship at Yale University and later

won first prizeinthe 1986 Banff
International String Quartet Competition. The group has won numerous
omer competitions and toured extensively throughout the United States and
Canalla.
.
'
This yem: thc group will participate
at the Norfolk Festival in Connecticut,
perform at me University of Wyoming
in me summer and present the world
premicre of a new quintet for piano and
strings by Lowell Lieberman; The
quartet makes its debut tour of Japan in .
1991.
Boise Chamber Music Scries
. season tickets arc $38 general admis.sion and $30 for students and seniors .
The remaining concerts in the series

are: Fcb. 23, Cassatt Quartet; and
March 23, Calliope.
Single show tickets, available at the
door, arc $9.50 general admission and
$7.50 for students and seniors.
The Jewett Auditorium at the·
College ofIdaho in Caldwcll will also
play host. to tJle Franciscan String
Quartet. That performanee is scheduled
for 8 p.m. Jan. 24 and tickets are
$1O~50, $8.50 and $6.50 from all Selecta'Seat outlcts.
, The Franciscan String Quartet will
give a mastcrclass at 4 p.m. Jan. 25 in
the Morrison Center Recital Hall. The
class is free and is open to musicians of
all ages .. Contact Craig Purdy at 3853360 for more information.

Anybody with the slightest hint ol
imagination has, in recent weeks,made
a lame attempt at prophesizing what the
1990s will bring. This sort of work is
best not left to amateurs. It's the
undisputed realm of betting professionals. I mean your reputation is at stake
when you venture a guess at what the
next decade might be like. If you should
be totally wrong and misguided about
your 'predictions, nobody will ever
listen to your drivel again. We in the
profession of "pure" joumalislil rarely
concern ourselves with credibility; it
gets in the way of a good story. Sensationalism sells papers and keeps
advertisers happy. Just keep a shrewd
type-A lawyer on retainer and you have
nothing to fear.
I did not fail to do my research for
this little piece on the 1990s; no, I
consulted well-placed sources in such
sinister and devious yet powerful places
(all government funded) like the CIA
and the Rand Corporation. The spooks
assured me that their counterinsurgency
operations would continue into the
1990s wherever there were bad people
who do not have American capitalistic
interests at heart, who should be
replaced with U.~.-friendly dictators.
I thought the metaphysical world
might provide me with just the healthy
dose of skepticism I needed to crank
this ihing out after talking to those hardass goofs occupying office space in our
federal buildings. So it was off to sec
the crystal balls, buddahs, physics and
other strange things that go bump in the
night. At this point I mink I have all the
data I need to succintly summarize the
looming, impending decade.
The 1960s were quite an experiment: drugs, ending the Vietnam War,
free love-basically
all worthwhile
causes. A decade forever characterized
as the "Tunc in, Tum on, Drop out"
.years of nonstop fun.
The 1970s turned somewhat
narcissistic, somewhat disgusting. After.
all, these were me years when some.
hellaciously twistedpersonwim
very,
very bad taste decided mat a new dance.
craze calleddisco would rule: The
leisure suit became me wrinkle-free
gcck suit of the decade, complete with
collars so big a gust of wind could" lift
you a foot off the ground.
-Thc 1980s were me definitive
decade of materialistic debauchery.
Swine all me way around in me
business world. Baby, I got the bucks
and ihc BMW, what else matters? As
evidence, let me parade me likes of Ivar
. Boesky and Michael Milken as examples of me junk bond ilk.
Like I said; my sources have
"provided me WitJl invaluablC insight on
the decade. I'll go out on a limb
.
because I've got some outrageous
predictions. It' II be cool 'cauSe we're·
allgonna have spaceships.· Tempered
wim my fairly unreasonable. ideas on
what me decade will hold for us is the
. startling possibility that the 19905 will
.actually be an improvement People
might actuil1ly get involved in ihe .
betterment of-our neighborhoods,our
cities, our world. People wi1l begin to
show compassion for me omer living
creaturcs on our planet. Ban furs, ban
yuppies, ban.:.
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The last day to drop/add without permission
from the Instructor or department chairman (but
students enrolled in eight or more credits still ore
required to have an adviser's signature) has
.been extended due to computer problems
until .5 p.m. today.
Call 385-3486 for more
Information.
SPB film. Lethal Weapon II. 8 p.m .. Special
Events Center. Admission to this SPBfilm is free
to students. Sl faculty. staff and high school
students. and S2.5Ogeneral admission.

,. All I Reallv Hoed to Know I Ll'lHned In Klndorgarten
:i~';:=~ \)~ 1 Uncomnmn!I"'l 'If):l' 'I l;nJTlIJ\lllllhmqs
I.

he C:th:in and Hobbes l~lY :'-;un\·Il)' Book, by rill
W.111erSWl I!\ndr('ws
r. Mcf·!('.'1, S~l'.b \ f'nltC'ctnd c.utoons

.. j

3. The Prohistory
at tho For Slde. ty (la' f Larson
(Anr1rl'w~; & McMt~el,$t/.951
~,lI:;:Ol1 S notcvnnd
sketches
4. Tho Night 01 the Mary Kay Commandos,
[Little. Grown, Si" 95) MOfU Bhxml County

tly Bf'Ih,c Breutned
cartoons

~,~~?

5. The Sholl seecere.
Novclot

by RosllIllundn Pdctu-r , tOl'll, 1195)
pJSSIO~.l.lIld hC':lltbrl~ak sol i,n London il~d Cornwall

6. Breathing
lessons,
by Anno Tylcl. (Oelkloy
mnmec couple discovers how ('),lraordlnl1l'y

$55<) I t.ntlll.!lrMry
ctu

u-o« tl'l'~,It'ally

7. ThO Sands oqlil1o, by SrdneySherdcn IWor!ler.$!\
women encouruor

% I FOil!
l1051lflhJS"l1nl flcnmg a l·O/iV!.JIl!

unexpected

B. ChOOl, bv James
Records
9.

Grelck Wongwll,
tno buth ot n new scicnr-

S!J9:.11

Soviet Acrobatic
Revue. 7:30 p.rn.. Morrison
Center, Tickets are S8-S20 from all Select-aSeat outlets.

'rrevevoc,

by Robott Lndlum (BanI am. $5 9:i I
1 he pfobmg III n -tudden qovenuncru
\'o,!'lllllh"

\0.

Stolen OIcsslngs,
by lawrence
Srnndafoushtc
01 ,1 Hoil\'wlX'll.l

~:lJPIH:-;I,H

......

,''<L

_.,,,,,~

~~

-..

,._

.••.

,••.

~..

~".

Sander',

GO~'f'rlllnOfll

IBnddel',
,'

$4,H51
--

.

The Lyro.of O/pha'us,
tJ\' RotJel1Sl1n Oi\VIC~ (Ptm4U11l. $09:';
A (Jillng sallro 0111he aflls'lC must) full 01 cccun1rlC CflJril(;llHS

I

Tho Long OSO(Tea·Tlmo of the Soul, by {)01Jg1ftS Al1:lIns
Wp,:kcl, $4 !)~i I Ocltnhlfully pUlllm~J nO'iel, pilling Dirk GonUy flul
onl~ :lCjilln!'j,t tho laws 01 tho Urnllerse, but "Iso !tl{' Norse God::.
Black-Eyed Susana/Mldnlghl BIrds,
bv MilrY Ht)lor1 Washmglon,
Ed (Doubleday,
$12,!.l~ I
CollecllOn, by l1Ild about bl<\ck womt~n, lcatunil'l
Ihe WOIk 01
loday's mosl ccletJrillt)d blnrk WOloen wHlprs

Mon., Jan. 22 at 7 p.m. on KIVI Channel 6

English Minimal Competency Exam "last ditch"
retest for carryovers only. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m ..
Hemingway Center Auditorium. Carryovers are
students with an Incomplete in English due. to
not passing the minimal comp exam. Call 3851246or 385-1423for more information.
Financial aid help session; 7 p.m .. Technical
Education Building room 210. located at 1464
University Dr., Materials are available In the
financial
old office In room 117 of the
Administration Building. Call 385-1664 for more
Information.

Last day for 100 perc
class or withdraWing 1

Last .day to apply fOI
refund. Call 385-14401

Trash In. sponsored t
League. 7:30 o.rn. to
Jefferson St. entrar
everyone to bring rE
magazines and new
in an effort to drame
legislation. Call 345-6

Franciscan String ,
Recital Hall.
8i=
Chamber Music Soc
1216.

Budgets, Ballots ane
Idaho. presented t
School of Social Sci
the New FaCUlty Lec
Union Building. free,

SPB film. Planes, T
p.m .• Special Event
SPBfilm is free to stL
high school studE
admission.

1/' "'~;.\
. of.'"~'~

\

Franciscan String Qua~te". 8 p.m .. College of
Idaho Jewett Auditorium. Tickets are SlO.50.
S8.50 and $6.50 from all Select-a-Seat outletS.
Presented by the Caldwell Fine Arts Series.

The 17th annual American Music Awards special will be
telecast live from the Shrine auditorium in LosAngeles.
Watch and see if newcomer Paula Abdul will beat out
veteran pop stars Madonna ahd Anita Baker for favorite
female vocalist? Please, just say no, ..,
Sat., Jan. 27 at 11 p.m. on KRTVChannel 12
One of the 'greatest cult movies of all time (this is no exaggeration!) Harold and Maude makes an appearance on
the smail screen. The late Ruth GOrdon plays an aD-yearold eccentric with a zest for living who strikesup a relationship with a 20-year-old neurotic and go off on a series of
adventures. It isworth abandoning Saturday Night Live (or
taping it) to catch this cult-classic.
Dartmouth's FrancIscan String Quartet

The Discovery Center of Idaho. the "hands on" science
center on Myrtle. is celebrating its first birthday with a series
of special demonstrations and the opening of the new
Hewlett-Packard SCience Wing on Jan. 27. The addition
features 15 new exhibits. On Saturday. Jan. 27 and Sunday.
Jan. 28.,The Discovery Center will serve'cake and balloons.
Participants can leam the science of sound and musical
Instruments and local musicians will share their talents.
Saturday film programs at the Boise Public Library bring
favorite children's books to the screen. January programs
featured Winnie the Pooh, Dr. Seussand Paddington Bear.
,Each movie program runs'from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday In
the library auditorium. For more Information. coil 384-4421.

BSU All-Star Honol
Center. free. A ml
program featurln~
musicians.
English Minimal Competency Exam "last ditch"
retest for carryovers only. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m ..
Hemingway Center Auditorium. Carryovers are
students with' an Incomplete In English due to
not passing the minimal comp exam. Cail 3851246or 38&:1423for more Information.
Masterclass with the Franciscan String Quartet,
4 p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hail. free. Call
Craig Purdy at 385-3360for more information.

Times of CelebratJ
Forward.
7 p.m.
Grand opening of
Chamber of Comn
Commission. Partl<
historical
costl
Hochstrasser. Tid
dinner a-nd dane
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ercent refund

for dropping
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19 from the university.
for student health Insurance
40 for more information.

~,~1-9

d by the Idaho Conservotlon
to noon. Statehouse near the
ranee. The ICL encourages
J recyclable
glass. aluminum,
ewspapers to the Statehouse
motize the need for recycling
5-6933 for more infonnotion.

"

SPB film, Planes. Trains' and Automobiles. 8
p.m .. Special Events Center.
Admission to this
SPB film Is free to students. 51 faculty, staff and
high school
students.
and
52.50 general
admission.

9 Quartet.
Morrison C~nter
I p.m. Presented
by Boise
socletv. For tickets. call 385-

:md Bonds/Electoral Reform In
d by James Weatherby of the
Sciences and Public Affairs for
Lecture Series. 3 p.rn.. Student

~e.
Trains and Automobiles,

SPB Idaho .Films Night. Light on Lookout, Trail of
the Northwlnd and Back to God's Country. 7
p.m .. Special Events Center, free.

8

ents Center. Admission to this
students. 51 faculty. staff and
.idents. and, 52.50 general

The Soviet Acrobats will juggle
and flip their way into the dazzled
hearts of Boiseans Tuesday Jan. 23
in the Morrison Center.
Tickets range from $8 to $20
from all Select-a-Seatoutlets.
J

Financial aid help session. 5:30 p.m .. Technical
Education
Building room 210, located at 1464
University Dr. Materials
are available
In the
financial
old office
In room
117 of the,
Administration
Building. Call 385-1664 for more
Information.
'
Chairman's
Honor Recital. 7:30 p.m .. Morrison
Center
Recital
Hall.
A music department
program
featuring
10 outstanding
BSU music
students. Tickets are 54 general admission. 52
seniors. free for BSU faculty,
staff and all
students.

Romance of the Century fashion show. 7:30,
p.m .. Student
Union Ballroom.
Fashions from
1880's-1960's
sponsored
by
Boise
City
Centennial
Dress Committee'
and BSU. Tickets
are $10 and proceeds
benefit
the Idaho
Historical Museum.

ASBSU clubs
and
organizations
budget
requests due to ASBSU offices. Call 385- 1440 for
more Information.
Treasure
Volley
Concert
Special Events Center, free.

Band,

7:30

p.m ..

\

I
I

1t1' ~I

'

/j,.1

nor Band, 7:30 p.m .. Morrison
music department
sponsored
ring outstanding
high 'school

Political SCienceAssociation
MeetingTuesday,Jan.30 at3 p.m.locationto be
announced. ForinlormationcallKimat 385-1458between
1:30-5p.m.
Phi Alpha Theta History Club
'
Meets2ndand4th lhursdaysof everymonthat 2:30p.m.in
the HistoryDept.conferenceroom.'
Chi Alpha PentecostalMovement

ration: Looking back, Moving

rn..

Boise Convention
Center.
of center sponsored
by Boise
mmerce and Idaho Centennial
ntlcipants encouraged
to wear
lstumes;
music
by
Glb
ilckets ore 525, which Include
mcing.

We w.illbemeeting,at7:30p.m.thissemester.Formore
informationplease'call344-8659.
campus Crusade tor Christ
'
Meetingsare Fridaynightsat1 p.m.in BusinessBuilding
room102.
ASBSU recognized clubsand organizations maypubtish the dale,
time and place 01 their scheduled meeting lor the upcoming week
in this space. Come to The University News olfiC9 between 12
nooo-4 pm Mon.-Fri. and fill out a meetings lonn,.

Fine art and crafts by members of eastern Idaho's
Shoshone-Bannock
Tribes will beexhlotted Jan. 15 to Feb. 2
at the BSU Gallery of Art.
The Idaho Sho-Ban Exhibit features the work of about 30
artisans who use traditional methods and materials to produce beaded belts, purses. barrettes and moccasins.
The
glass beading Is hand tooled in a beautiful and distinctive
, pointllistlc style.
.
The Gallery of. Art Is tocoted' in the uoerot Arts Building
and hours are 30. a.m. to 5 p.rn. Monday through Friday
and noon to 5 p.rn: Soiurday and Sunday. For a review of
this exhibit, see pa.ge' seven of this issue.
Jim RuPP, a BSUsenior majoring in art. is exhibiting his
work throuqh Feb. 28' in the Boisean Lounge of the Student
Union. The exhi~it Progressions, includes photography,
drawings and paintings. RUPP's photographs
vary from abstracts to hand-colored
black end whites. For a review of
this exhibit, see page seven of this Issue.
'
The holography
exhibit is still going on at the Boise Museum of Art until Feb. 11." Admission is a $1 for students or
free on Thursdays.
'.
For 200 years the halls and 'committee
rooms of
Congress have echoed with the voice otthe American
people. The history our Congress has made and how
Congress has shaped our nation's history are documented
for viewing at the Boise Public Library. The exhibit. To Make'
All Laws:.The Congress of the United States, opens Wednes"
day, Jan. 24. and can be viewed during regular library ,
h,ours.
.

.
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Stone Cruises Vietnam
by Cliff Hall
The University News

.,
Art from Wake Me \-Vhen It's Over

Not another ugly face

.

by Philip V~n Borg.en
The UniversIty News

D

-Glam-rock stereotypes have
given a few bands an undcrscrvcd
bad rap. Too many times people
judge a band on the way they look
without even listening to the
. music. Such a band is Faster .:
Pussycat. This relatively new
band wasn't given a chance to
show their musical prowess
because they were perceived as
another Poison.
Their debut LP Faster'
Pussycat on Electra Records was
a modest selling effort. The
album was guitar-oriented rock
with heavy chords, riffs and a
grinding beat. It's the refreshing
back-to-basics rock sound that
made this little known album
great,
Unlike other bands that have
to sell out and go commercial to

make it big, these guys kept with
their original sound and have an
even better album than their
debut. Wake Me WI/ell It's Over
is the second LP from Faster
Pussycat and is destined for
success. Taimc Downc and Co.
have perfected their sound
without losing their rough edge
from the L.A. bar circuit.
This album is latent with
goodtimc rock 'n roll such as
"Where there's a whip there's a
way," "Little Dove," and "Slip of
the Tongue." Along with these
rockers is "House of Pain," about
a father abandoning his son, and
"Please Dear" tells the hardship of
losing a loved one.
Wake Me Whell It's Over is a
well-rounded album combining
hard-driven rock with fun, as weI!
as serious lyrics. Don't miss
Faster Pussycat's rise to stardom
behind this great LP.

...
• •

•

EXCELLENT INCOME
$6-$8/hour
After training
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENI
•
•
•
,.

F/T or PIT hours available
Evenings/Optional
weekends
Scheduling is flexible
Ideal for college students

i'\

la-.

BornolltheFollrthojJlllymay
be the cause of more heated arguments than any other film released
this year. The reason is simple: it's
a well-made film with a mature point
of view based on facts surrounding
a very real, very painful open
wound-America's
involvement in
the conflict in Vietnam.
Only now, two full decades
later, arc we finally ableto come to
terms with the loss of so many of
our youth, the pain they endured
physically and mentally, and at what
cost. Born 011 the Fourth of July is
that rare film which, by itself, can
alter perspectives, create new in.sights, incite extreme emotion-all
within the context of one man's experience-and
still be considered
art.
Oliver Stone, the director of
Platoon (Best Picture, 1987), Talk
Radio, and Salvador, uses freeswinging camera movements, slow
motion action, jump-cutting, and
some of the most memorable shots
of the year to bring this film biography to life. The movie is wide
screen entertainment within an
urgent, informative frame and has
been handled masterfully. Stone
constantly amazes with his scope,
eye to period detail .1Odvision.
In the world of Born 011 the
Fourth of lilly, blood and feces flow
freely; bedsores and vomit arc
omnipresent. It is graphic beyond
compare. And it is within this grit
and grime that Tom Cruise steps
into the acting ring to show us what
he's got, but nothing this 27 year
old has done previously ,can prepare

But, since this is the story of a man
who really lived, the freedom usually inherent to fictional accounts
gives way to the restrictions of
Kovic's own time line and thusBom
on the Fouth of luly doesn't feel
like your usual cathartic dip into
hell.
We are not, as an audience,
forced to sec Kovic as any type of
pathetic weakling, someone deserving of pity, but as a human being
dealt a bad hand. What lingers
longest in the memory are his
screams of outrage, injustice, and
horror and thereactions of his family
and friends to the changes and
growth Cruise's character cxpcricnccs,
Born on the Fauth of luly is a
must-see but is also worth seeing.
Showing at 8th Street Marketplace and Towne Square Mall cinema.

you for what he docs here. Cruise
plays Vietnam vet Ron Kovic so
well that it is pritncar impossible to
see his earlier incarnations as Maverick or Charlie Babbit.
His performance is perfect;
America's young top box office star
is allowed the opportunity to truly
stretch his wings. And he never
falters. Throughout his struggling,
Cruise maintains Kovik's dignity
and tries, in a quite believable way,
to come to grips with his place in the
scheme of things.
The film is divided into five
acts, each with its own climax and
emotional impact. Director Stone
has brought Kovic's memories of
his childhood, the first act, into light
with such haunting "nostalgic" authenticity that it almost upsets the
tmckofthcfilm. Andacuwo'sbrutal, almost mind-boggling reality of
warfare nearlyscars the celluloid.

Actor Tom Cruise

r-----------------------,

FREE SCH~~:&r~:~~NFOR
It,? - f~~~

MONEY FOR COLLEGE II
Every Studont Is Ellgtble for Some ~pe of'
Financial Aid Regardlass of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have ,_ dala bank of over 200,000 lIalinga 01 acholarahlpa, fallowahlpa, granta, al1d loana. ntpreaenllng over 510 billion In private Netor
lundlng.
'
• Manyacholarahlpll ant given to aludenta bued on their academic Intentata.
career plana. lemlly heritage and place of realdence.
• There'a money available for atudenlt who have been neWlipaper canlera,
grocery clerks. cheerlead era. non-emckers. . .eie.
• Resulls GUARANTEED,

",
I

•

CALL

L l.ANVTlME

'

For A Free Brochure

~{SOO)346-6401

.1

I
•

I
I

-J •
'

~__~
,H.

~.l'. ~ripg
We are 'an established national
telemarketing fir!"!"',on~ of the top 50
In the U.S. Our clients Include various
prestigious membership organizations
arid publications.
We are expanding our BoiseOffice
and seeking individuals who enjoy
working with the public. Must have
excellent communication skills.
Position does not require hard selling
or cold calling. We provide paid
training.
-

Exceptional FIT Q'rPIT
-employee benefits packages.

Call 327·1702
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Near Towne ~quare Mqll
,

'

ON THE GROVE ,
801 Main a 342-8747 .

The Associated Students of.
BSU have the following
positions available
•

Election Board Chairperson

•

Election Board Vice-Chairperson

i}iendfllf
SPRING RUSH EVENTS 1990

•

Jan. 23rd Study Toblo altho Kappa Sig houso,
Bring your boolul end a friond.

Associated Justice

Jan 25th

Application deadline February2,

1990

For more information and job descriptions
please contact the ASBSU Office,
~lJB II Bldg. or call 385-1440 .

Alumni Night. GuatllJltood to havo
great limo by all who go.

a

Jan. 27th ITS BACK TO THE 70'.
Tho Groat Disco Bash whore evoryono is asked
to wear their favorlto disco duds.
An evonta wiDatllrlal 8:00 pm altho Kawa
Sigma HOUSOnallSa from lite Student Union
BuDding nexl to tho cops.
P1e_ 384.oe1l4 to Ilnd oul mont about \he
lratomllyor otri 01 .. avontaUaled above.

-
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Golerloisyourforunlforsotf
I ire,criticlsrn,andgeneralnasti- ,
, ness.P()kef~n at your pefreli- ,
: glon,poet; i)usinessntajor, :
I n~\yspap~,cornpuspoliticos
,
loranythiilgthafyouthlnk wor- I
I rantsa 1i"lecriticism.
f
; ••..send any SUbmissions
to The ~
,University News, c/o Seona ,
'Sperling; 16031/2 University ,
: Drive,Boise,83725. .
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Their problems began that
summer at the lake when Tony
gave up smoking pot and took up
! fishing. Brigit couldn't sec the
; charm in spending the day riding
\ in slow circles in an old. boat,
poking hooks through worms,
then gouging hooks out of the
. bleeding, gasping mouths of popeyed crappies. So she spent her
days alone on the rough plank
deck of their rented cabin, puffing
1 sensimilla and reading her way
thr.ough stacks of Harlequin
novels while Tony putted and
\ trolled.
As far as she was concerned,
\I it was all his fault They had spent
\ six idyllic summers at that cabin,
~ getting high, making love, baking
i cookies and bread, hiking together
. through the thick huckleberry
patches on the way to the hot
. spring. Then all of a sudden, all
Tony could think of was the boat
{ and the lake and the fish, and she
; was left to her own devices. If
, Tony had been with her that day

I

I

i

L~h~~~~~~~~.~~he

..,...
..;(. '.

wouldn't have done much more
than pass a joint along to Larry. If
Tony had been there, he and Larry
could have talked about rock
bands and told each other amazing dope tales, and she could have
. remained the Brigit who was
innocent and blameless and
completely devoted to Tony.
Instead, she had found herself
slipping away every afternoon to
meet Larry at the hot spring or at
some prearranged spot in the
woods, and eventually in Larry's
cabin on the other side of thelake,
Tony never even suspected.
and she began to hate him for it.
She dropped clues and became
more and more reckless and
daring in her meetings with Larry,
hoping Tony would catch on and
fly into a jealous rage, demanding
she stop the affair and come back
to him. Maybe he would beat
Larry up. Maybe he would even
smack her around a little. When
Tony failed to put two and two
together, she decided she would
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$150 million a year makes up for inflation.
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Today I saw the cutest guY•.Jt was \
/total fate! I was walking from Illy
11
class to the Student Union and this
guy said hey Susie ...come over here
and so we did ...my best friend
\
Susie (her name is Susie too) said
"oh yea, they're having like this
march today for The King" and I
\
thought eool...you know ..Iike a
parade or something and so I said
"okay, let's go" and she said
"okay," and then we were standing
in front of the SUB and like it
\
finally dawned on me it was for the
King like Martin Luther and not for
Elvis .... gawd I felt so stupid ...yeah
so we thought that it would be great
to skip our next class (It was
philosophy with Dr. Schodeninger,
or whatever, .who I hear is a real
turd) anyway so where was I? ..
Oh ...by the way I broke lIP with
Hank but everyone thinks he broke
up with me but he didn't ...he's just
telling everybody that because hc
doesn't want to look mad or
anything about me ditching
hiB;l....well anyw?y he was there '
and all but I didn't care because I
looked really neat ..I was wearing
this new green mini skirt that I
bbught at themall that makes me
~look really skinny and Susie, my
best friend, was wearing this really
pretty paisley skirt and a black
spanish hat (she' trying to look
older so she can go for older guys
or wh~tever). Well, so anyway,
we're in the soccer field and
standing right in front of me-is the
most gorgeous guy I have ever
\_"
secn ..He was black .. .! mean not
black black but he was wearing all
black you know like all artist or
something ....and his hair was long'
and he had a big dong ...no just
kidding it was a drum you know
one of tllose skinny long'
.
ones ...oh ... gawd he was so cute but \
Susie and I lost him ...we kept
(
trying to find him but the drum
.
sounded like it was coming from
~
the end or the beginning and we
:\
just kept trying to find him and
\.
walking back and forth· through the
march and finally t.o the Capitol bU.t
we ended up standing on the othe.r
side of the rotunda so we didn't get
to talk or anything but the way he
i
dresses you ean tell he probably
11
volunteers for the Snake River
Alliance so ...... Susie said she wo'uld
go with me to their next dance ...
Love,
Susie
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\ When Jimmy Swaggart came down from
heaven
.
Mismanaged his meat'
~:~. ~e heat
.
Cried in defeat

'0<'

I

I

I believe Ji~my Swaggart comes from heav~n i
Southern hick
I
Slick
\
On automatic pilot
\
Salivating salvation
I
Sanctifying creation
I!

_

I

Swaggart comes from heave~ ~
Invoke the Bible, speak hate
i
Patronize the right
. Be white
,
.
It
f
h
\
I Believe Jimmy Swagga comes rom eaven
Inspiration is constipation
I ~
Confirmed believer
Second-rate deceiver
Subvert to convert
I
I·
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a bunch of people
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2 WHITE CHICKS AT THE MARlY MARCH
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Send your poems, short stories, essays. artwork,
photos, calculus assignments, bathroom wall)okes
or favorite obscene phone calls Into Galena today. Who knows. maybe you could become
famous, win the lottery. travel to a for~ign country,
become on Intemational celebrity, strike oil ...
yeah, right. dreamer. Send all submissions to Th~
University News, c/o Seana Sperling. 1603 1/2 University or.. Boise. 83725, Hurry! The sea monkeys
are going tostl
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by Dc;mny Stewart
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The
fi.rstsky:
gloated in gray glory
then puffed proudly; made
blankness into blackness;
looked down
upon the watering mouth
of earth, waiting .'
for rain.
And finally,
it fell. Pulledflowers up from tinder
cumbersome earth; flowers
pretty as sin and love.
And kept falling
until the ground could,take no more.
Blackness faded back
'
to blankness; and the ground,
bloated, threw up
a puddle smooth as silver.
The pool stood still,
.
reflected nothing, .
until one last dr.op of rain
fell: and the eye
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Gov. Cecil Andrus speaks of
'Promlses to Keep' during the
Rotunda Celebration as hundreds of students watch trom
the upoer levels.

Students work
to disarm
stereotypes

~~When I call Mom,
she either wants .
to talk art or football.
Usually football?'

. by Holly M. Anderson
The University News

Go ahead, call her up and let
her know the score,
A lO-minute coast·to-coast call,
dialed direct anytime, any day with
l~l;Xl;costs less than $3.00~And
'....ith fast connections and immediate credit for wronr; numbers, how
can YOU miss?
'
.lor more information on
Alc:r IDllfJ Distance Serrice, and
products like the Alc:rCmd, call
1 800 525·7955,Ext: 100. .
• -Add ;tpp1ic;l\.l1L'ln.l·~ and ~Un:h;lff:t'"
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The right choice.

BSU student Horiaeio Peralta
hails from Argentina.
He was
shocked when many of his fellow
students did not know where Argentina was located on the globe.
"In Boise, passports -- intcrnational identification·- are not taken
as I.D.:' Peralta said.
Peralta and other minority students shared their experiences of
student life in Boise as part of "Discussions in Diversity," a multicultural awareness panel presented as
part of the Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., Centennial Year Cclcbraticns
held at BSU last week.
George Batts. an AfricanAmerican student, was lured to
Idaho by a track and field scholarship and did not know what to expcct upon his arrival in Boise except that he was going "where the
potatoes arc."
"There are not a lot of us
around," Batts said. "I find I need
to be a lot more explanatory III an
my other coworkers," he said of his
job which calls for a significant
amount of public interaction.
Elia Montoya, an bilingual
education major, said she also finds
undercurrents
of intolerance in
Boise. "Prejudice is not out in lie
open. It is hidden:' she said.
_Montoya, who moved to the
United States from Mexico when
she was lO-years-old,
said her
struggles with learning English have
caused her alot of stress, a pressure
which many other U.S. citizens can
not easily identify with. "Many
Americans 'don 't lcavc ihe country
for more than two weeks or a month
and don 'texpericnce lie pressures,"
she said.
.'
Most history books ignore these
pressures and struggles non-Anglo
cultures have experienced throughout this country's history said Native American Merrell Simpson-a
nursingrnajor. "History books need
to change" to reflect lie histories of
all of America's cultures.
.
Dan Ramirez, a Hispanic -Sludent, said it is important to stop'
categorizing
and stereotyping
people. He. said this one of lie reasons' ~e is attending college. "I am
'working to change the stereotype
.from laborer to student to businessman," he said.
.
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Eric Love: One man's crusade for human rights
by Lorry Purviance
The University News
It's I a.m. and we're sitting in
Eric Love's basement apartment
sipping tea and discussing weighty
matters of racism andBSU campus
politics. Love hasa legendary easygoing reputation--harmless as afly
to the average glly-but leadpipe
serio us about his core beliefs. In a
.word. he' sase/j-proc/aimedjightcr
for the underdog. I pry around,
hassle him, trying to sec what makes
this media legend tick. Anything.
But I can't get past the good-glly
from. no matter how inflammatory
my jests, he refuses to say anything
malicious about his enemies. Finally, we get on the distastcjul subject of Richard Butler. Love is deciding whether to debate him in
February, and I think I finally notice a flinch, a look of distaste. I
relay Butler's preview of the contest, and his depiction of Love as
"that loud-moutli nigger from
Boise.:'lpollllce,demandingLove's
real, deep-down view of this guy.I
W(Jil, pen poised, while Love
pauses-uhe longest pause of the
evening.A troubled laokflits across
Love' sface; he is breathing deeply,
slowly. lie begins 10 speak, then
SlOpS,closing his eyes as if drawing
from down deep. lie smiles, stutters
and begins again. The smile gets
bigger, then radiates across his
entire countenance.
"llc has a really bad complexion."

I
reIce
:l I

he
liI-

Eric Love, 23, became famous
ovemightlast spring during a sensational joust with BSU President
John Keiser, but Love's prominence
as Idaho's chief civil rights activist
has roots much dccp ir than just
Idaho and BSU.
.
Hegrew up in England,. When
he left auhc age of lO, he'd already

:d-

md
ing
f.l
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been indoctrinated with the meaning of racial hatred.
"Liverpool was where I first
encountered skinheads," remembered Love. "There was a gang
warfare going on between the skin- .
heads, and I stopped by and watched
sticks and bricks go by. It was really
wild."
It was seeing 'Violence firsthand that gave. Love a lifelong
abhorrence of brutality and a passion for trying to understand why
people hated him for his color.
"At such a young age I was
worried about my brothers the
most," Love said. "I looked atmyself
as being kind of special. I think
because I had such a mixed racial
background that I was a world citizen from the first. Why limit yoursell? I just wanted to break the
mold,"

"1 believe I was
meant to be here and
do whatl did. There
was support from
everywhere, especially the media. It
was incredible. It
was the battle of the
networks. I had 110
idea it would happen. "

_ Although it obviously started
out on the wrong foot, the relationship between Love ana Keiser has
become amicable. Love even jokes
about the misunderstanding now,
showing off a picture of himself on
skis at Bogus, a gentle jest to-·
Keiser's 1989 statement of what
students would do if MLK day
became a holiday.
"The morning of our protest,
both Dr. Keiser and Dr. Taylorasked
us if we needed anything," Love
said. "They meant to say that people
needed to be educated. It came out
wrong that they wouldjust go skiing.
The media made me look like an incredible hero and him as a demon."
Love's tireless crusade for
human rights continues. He was an
integral partof organizing this year's
MLK celebration at BSU, and·
helped bring Martin Luther King III
to BSU last Wednesday. But, said .•
Love, somewhere along the line he
needs to concentrate on his academics.
. "My ultimate goal is to graduate from BSU," he laughed. "I'Il
eve-ntually earn a Ph.D., but I don't
know what in. There is so much
work to be done, but somewhere
Nato Toylor/The UnlYel1l1y NeWt
along the line, I need to take a break,"
Love said he wi1lnever give up
Human rights activist Eric Love
the fight for human rights, no matter
Love said the media attention Love said. "But I believe I was
what the future holds. "Hopefully,
spawned by last January's Keiser/ meant to be here and do what I did.
along the way, I'll keep making
.Martin Luther King imbroglio was There was support from everywhere,
waves and some changes. I don't
a shock and that the honors and
especially the media. It was incrcdthink I'll ever stop fighting for what
fame that poured in were uncx- ible. It was the battle of the netI believe in. That's what I was put
pcctcd.
,
works. I had no idea it would haphere on earth for."
"I got my work cut out for me,'.' pen.",
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Love's other burning memory
is that of Malcom X. "He got me on
the road toactivism. I was impressed
with how he educated himself in
prison. He was a great speaker and
he made something out of his life."

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW
.ARMY ROTC GOT ME.TRE JOB~

'1
I

Tmngsgot pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure my
college degree and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the leadership and
management experience I got through Anny ROTC
that won them over.
Amy ROTC taught me responsibility, self-discipline and leadership. Those are things you just can't
learn from' a textbook.
I don't know where I'd be right now if I hadn't
enrolled in Anny ROT9, but I do know one thing for
sure ...I wouldn't be here.
Find out more. Call CPT Mark Schiller at
385-3500.
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The most famous Japanese comic available in English at':

New Mythology
comics & science fiction
1725 Broadway • 344-6744

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE .
COURSEYOU CAN TAKE.
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Coaches ,go

Walk-on. talent assists .
men's basketball team
by

Matt Fritsch

The University News
During semester break the
Boise State men's basketball team
underwent a changing of the guard.
Old faces departed and new faces
appeared. Names like Arthur Charles, Michael Pearson, and Rafcal
Peterson departed permanently for
various reasons,
They were replaced
by
sophomore Mark Hadden who
played one year at Seminole Junior
College in Florida, senior Ricky
Hill and sophomore Frank Robinson from the BSU football team,
.....and freshman Lance Vaughn ofOrifino, Idaho. The fourmenjoined the
team in one united cause.
"We love the challenge!" Hill
said when asked why they joined
the team.
The four brought limited
college basketball experience, but
more importantly L1lCyinfused the
team with much needed talent.
"111ey (the walk-ons) have
been very helpful," said associate

w

coach Rich Rider. "Their talent has
been showing up in areas we needed
the most help, namely the point position."
Averaging 14.1 minutes per
game collectively, the walk-ens
have already begun to have an
impact on the team, Hadden is avcraging 10 points per game in conference play, second only to center
Tanaka Beard.
"They play with desire in
their heart. We now have 12 players pulling in the same direction,"
Rider continued.
Their effort has begun to
affect L11e
other players as well. "The
new guys have so much energy on
the point, LIleyhave everyone flying
around on defense."
Rich Blythe summed up his
feclings on the impact of the walkons on the team by saying, "The
team is spurred on by the energy
level of the guys that want to be on
the team."
When asked whiit he felt was
the key to his impact on the team,
Robinson modestly replied "I'mjust
happy to be a part of the team."

men

By Corky Hansen
The
University News
__________

~

forthe gold
. by Corky Hansen
The University News

Nalo Taylor/Tho Unlversltv News

BSU newcomer sophomore Mark Hadden (24) attempts to
shoot over Nevada-Reno WolfpackJunlor Jarrod Slgsby. UNR
went on to win the game Jon. 13 at the Pavilion, 59-53.

roncos on hot streak
Senior Kelly Heagy led Boise
State against Idaho State, scoring
21 points on 8-18 shooting from the
field.
.

111eonly thing more important
.Thc Broncos are now 12-5 on
to a team than IIOW they win is when' [he season, and 5-1 in conference
they win.
play on the year, and haven't tasted
Women's basketball coach defeat since their first conference
June Daugherty and hersquad have game, a 75-50 loss at the hands of
• apparently found the answer at the the Montana Grizzlies.
perfect time, as they extend their
Since the Jan. 5 loss, Boise
current winning streak to six games SUite's wins include a 66-63 overwith Saturday night's decisive 76. time d~cision against MSU, an
60 rout of Idaho State, a win which emotional 59-58 win over rival
avenged a 79-69 -defeat in the Idaho, and solid performances
Broneo's second game of the sea- _ against Weber State, Gonzaga,
son.
Northern Arizona, and Idaho State.

Boise State's come-from-behind win against Idaho typifies the
streak, 111ey trailed by 10 points
with 9:47 left to play.
The Broncos roared back behind timely points from senior Nikki
Gamez, who scored 13 in only 26'
minutes of play. A Gamez jumper
tied the score at 52 apiece with 4':08
left to play in the game.
A Wendy Sullivan lay-up with
41 seconds remaining made the
score 58-58, setting tlle stage for a
game-winning Gamez free-throw
with four seconds remaining.
Sullivan scored 14 points and
pulled down 12 rebounds in the

Athletes.of the Week

game, despite beingquestioable
before the game due to an illness.
"She (Sullivan) did a grcatjob,"
said Coach Daugherty. "For her to
give us14 pointsand l Z rebounds is
an outstanding effort.
The one-point win over Idaho
seemed to ignite the Broncos, as
they have won their three games
since that time by an average victory margin of almost 23 points.
111is week BSU will travel to
Reno before staging a rematch with
the Northern Arizona Lumberjacks
in Flagstaff.
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Husky Cl2ssic, Jan. 19

.Team-Scores:
Washington -,184.9
BYU -183.05
BSU - 182.9
SUlllford - 180.1

All Around:
Calkins, BSU - 37.25
Staker, BSU - 37.25
Jackman, BYU - 37.25

u
iI
Cherianne
Calkins:
Junior
from Fircrest, Wash. Placed first
all-around in George Lewis Invitational(37.9), tied for first in
Husky Classic (37.25), and third'
in dualmect
against Stanford

I

Urian King: Senior fmm Ontario, Ore. Scored 22 Points in '
wins over the University of
Montana and Montana State,
including six-of-eightand gamewinning basket with six seconds
remaining against Montana.

Basketball

George Lewis
Invitationul, Jan. 20

Team Scores:

Anne Staker: Sophomore from
Hoyt, Kan. Placed first allaround in dual mectagainstStanford (37.5), second in George
Lewis Invitational (37.05), and
tied for first in Husky Classic
(37.25).

Gymnastics

BSU -184.6
SeatLle Pacific - 181.1 ()
Alberta - 172.85
<;:algary - 163.55 .
Sacramento State - 159.9
British Columbia - 144.85

All Arowld:
Calkins, BSU ~ :37.9
Staker, BSU - 37.05
Hannemann, ALB - 37.00

Remember those times when
the only thing anyone saw during a
women's basketball game was an
empty parking lot? Or when the
only witnesses to wresLling, volleyball, or gymnastics action were the
same 200 die-hard fans?
So why then have these "Olympic" sports become such hot items
across campus?
The answer is oh-so-obvious;
an one needs to uo is examine what
the coaches in these rcspccti ve sports
have done at Boise SUite:
Women's basketball:
In her
initial season at the 'hchll of the
women's basketball team, June
Daugherty has revitalized a program condemned toohlivion, drawing a tenfold increase in media
coverage and fan support.
In the 1988·'89 campaign,
women's basketball failed to draw
more than 250 fans in non-doubleheader games. Compared with last
Monday's trouncing of Gonzaga,
when 2,400 fans were on hand to
enjoy the action, the change is not
only plain to sec, it's also quite
amazing.
.
Gyninastics: Sam Sandmire
appeared on the scene in 1988 and
in her first year led a talented group
of gymnasts to a record of 17-5. In
that initialscason, Sandmire 's squad
finished a respectable seventh in
theNCAA WestRegionalChampion ships.
.Last season, the squad eclipsed
every BSU team and individual
record, earned a fourth place finish
in its first season as a member of the
High Country Athletic Conference,
finished fifth in the NCAA West
Regional Championships, the highest ever for a Boise State team.
Now, with a second consecutive besting of .Stanford under its
belt, BSV gymnastics -has earned
due tcspect.'
.
Wrestling:
The name Mike
_ Young is nothing newto the BSU.
wresLling program andneiLller is
the word "win," as it seems to follow coach Young wherever he goes.
After 16 seasons at tlle hend of
the BSU wrestling team Young has
won 10 Big Sky championships,
and been the Big Sky's coaclrofthe
yC<1f10 times. Boise State hascamcd
respect in the Pac-tO Conference
since joining two years ago, and
finishing third in tlle tournament
last season.
Volleyball: After 11 seasons
coaching Boise State voneyball,
coach Darlene Uailey Pharmer has
compiled a record 0[225-127, including a thirty-win season and a
current streak of four consecutive
20-win seasons.
At the conclusion of the 1989
campaign Pharmer's team placed
second in Big Sky rcgular-sCasofi
play. second in tlJe Big Sky Cham·
pionships, and a surprising secone
in the Women's Invik1i.ional Vol·
leyball Championships.
Winning is how tradition i~
bom, but strong fan support is ho\'\
tradition is kept alive. It appe;rr:
that Boise State is exi>criencing thl
best of both worlds.
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Bronco wrestlers

BSU rolls over Stanford in opener
by Corky Hansen
The University News
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The Boise State gymnastics
squad turned in a solid seasonopening performance against the
Stanford Cardinals on Saturday,
Jan. 13 in frontofa packed Bronco
Gym.
Anumberofunfortunatefans
were turned away as the gym was
filled to capacity early in the meet.
,
When the chalk cleared,
~f;
BSU's margin of victory was
almostthrcepoints, 182.1 to 179.3
over Stanford, a margin which, in .
'"~~ gymnastics, verges on dominaticn.
f~
,r-;
"We were real1y excited to
do so well against Stanford, and
to actuallybcat them," said coach
Sandmire.
With two consecutive wins
over a respected Stanford program, a crowd of an estimated
900 people on hand to 'enjoy the
action, and the team's score of
182.1, the highest score ever for
Boise State in a season-opener,
the program has much to look
forward to.
"I see a lot of room for improvement, even with that high
score," Sandmire explained. "I
think the potential for this team is
I~,

Football
trials set

just tremendous, and I'm really
excited about it."
Boise State gymnasts dominated the final individual standings as well, sweeping the top
three places in the uneven bars,
floor exercise and the all-around
scores.
BSU sophomore
Anne
Staker led the onslaught, placing
first in three of the four events
and first in all-around competition. Stakcrachieve:l the highest
score on the uneven bars (9.55),
balance beam (9.5), and floor
exercise (9.5). Her combined
score of 37.5 points in the four
events-vault, uneven bars, balance beam, and floor exercisewas the meet's high mark.
.: "She's an 'all-around kid,"
said Sandmirc of-the sophomore
from Hoyt, Kansas. "She started
the season this year where she
lefLoff last year, being very consistcnt,"
-- Liz Seeley, who as a sophomore was eleeted the team's captain for the 1990 season, placed
second in the all-around with
36.65 points, edging out teammate and junior Chcriarinc Calkins, whose 36.55 tal1y qualified
her for third place.
Boise State freshman Crissy
Koennecker also competed in all

fourevents, scoring a respectable
36.25 points in her first collegiate
.action.

A large part of the squad's
success can be attributed to assistants Bill Steinbach and Eric
laMott, who are both beginning
third seasons with the BSU gymnastics program.
Steinbach assists with the designing of routines and workouts,
with emphasis on the uneven bars.
In addition, he spends a majority
of his time analyzing video footage and assisting coach Sandmire
with recruiting chores.
Eric Lalvlou, a graduate assistant who has a Bachelor's degree in Psychology, works to
condition tile athletes and prepares
each gymnast mental1y.
According to Sandmirc, mental preparation is crucial indeciding the outcome of a gymnast's
performance in competition.
"In a sport like gymnastics,
that's probably eighty percent of
it," she said. "All of the athletes
can do a good routine at a given
time, but it takes a lot of confidence and concentration to be able
to hit a routine in a meet. "The
psychological part of it is a major,
major factor" Sandmiresaid.

- A mandatory meeting for those
athletes interested in playing on the
1990 BSU football team will be
held Monday, Jan. 2~ at 4 p.m. in
the team meeting room at Bronco
Stadium. The meeting area is 10-

fall

to OSU in Pac-10 meet

Tony Piva a ~-4 decision.
e:»
"TonyPiva won that match," .
said Young afterward. "As soon as
you step over the legs and lock it up
An injury, a controversial no- it's a take-down," he explained.
call by a referee, and two late Ore- "That should have been two points."
Instead of a Piva victory and a
gon State victories spelled doom
9-7
team
score, OSU junior Neil
for Boise State, as the Beavers
ousted the Broncos 22-14 in Pac-l 0 Russo upped his record to 18 wins;
six losses, and two tics, and tile
wrestling action last Friday.
With the loss, Boise State's Beavers owned a 12-2 lead. Boise
record dropped to 7 -9 in dual meets, State was penalized two points for
while Oregon State upped their dual- unsportsmanlike conduct.
But the Broncos stormed back
meet record to 12-9-1 on the year.
Ray Hickman, a freshman from in the next three divisions,behind a
Auburn, California could not com- major decision won by ISO-pound
pete in the match due to a neck Nels Nelson (19-7-1), and wins by
injury, leaving the 126-pouml slot seniors Scott Cline (16-12) and Jim
'I
open for the Broncos. Coach Mike Putman (20-60-3).
, After Boise State's Mitch
Young conceded tile inevitable forfcit at 118 pounds in moving senior Mansfield and OSU's Mike Simons
Dan Tennant up to 126, but Tennant deadlocked in the 177-pound division with four points apiece, the
was defeated in a 2-0 decision.
"I tried to move my 118-poun- Broncosenjoyeda 14- I3lcad going
der up because we felt they were into the final two matches, but
weaker at 126, but we lost that one," Oregon 'State scored nine consecuexplained Coach Young. "We're tive points to win 22-14.
Bronco freshman Dean Hasdown 9-0 right at the start."
Boise State cut the OSU lead to triter was pinned by Oregon SUIte
9-4 when 134-poumi freshman Tony senior Chris McGowan at :46 of the
Evans dominated David Graham, third period, after jumping out to an
who was wrestling for tile first time early 9-1 advantage.
cated under tile cast stands (those
Hastriter's loss can be attribfacing the Boise State campus) of as a collegiate.
uted
mostlyto his move from the
Controversy prevailed in the
the stadium.
142-pound division, as a referee's heavyweight division to 190 pounds,
If there are any questions,
no-call with less than ten seconds where in order to make weight he...
please contact Jay Mills orJeff
left in the match denied sophomore ,lost 25 pounds in five days.
Lindsley at 385-1281.

RESERVE

by Corky Hansen
The University News
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REWARD: CAREER SATISFACTION
INQUIRE BY CALLING a45·8204
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position available!
Must be a full-time student.
Apply at the ASBSU office In the SUB II

YOUR UNCLE WANTS

TO PAY fOR COLLEGE. BOT ONLY
IF YOO1tE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC o~fers qualified students two-and
three-year scholarships that pay tuition and requireq. educational fees and provide an allowance for textbooks and supplies.
, 'You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant each
school year,thescholarship is in effect.
find out'
today if you qualify.
.
Find out more. Call CPT Marlt Schiller,
385-3500. '

So

or

call 385-1440.

ARMY ROTC
TBE,SMARTEST c.oWGE
COURSE'YOU tAN TAKE.
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furniture,
customs.
7555 Ext.
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CARS, trucks, 4 wheelers, TV's stereos,
computers by DEA, FBI, IRS, and US
Available your area now. Call 1-805-682C-1767. (Call 7 days a wcek.)

IS IT TRUE ....Jeeps for $44 through thegovernment? Call forfacts! 1-708-742-1142 Ext. 9445-A.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(V-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext. GH5924.
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from
government from $1· without credit check. You repair.
Also tax delinquent foreclosures CALL 1-805-6827555 EXT H-2.151 Ior rcpo list your area. (Calf7 days
a wcck.)

READY FOR VACATION?
Embassy Leather
Luggage, Travel Make-up Kits, Walkman Stereos and
.much more! All items 50% off retail! Catalog-S? .
. David Williams Company, Box 1176, Birmingham,
Alabama 35126.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR IIIG SCREEN
TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 in just 10 days.
Cost: Zero Investment,
Objcctivc:
Fundraiser
Commitmcnt: Minimal Moncy: Raise $1,400. Cost:
ZCI'OInvestment. Campus organizations, clubs, frats,
sororities call OCMC: 1(800)932-0528/1 (800)9508472, ext. 10.
EARN $13 DONATING PLASMA If you haven't
donated plasma in thc last 30 days, you will be paid
. $13 following
your donation.
AMERICAN
PLASMA SYSTEMS 1021 Broadway Ave, Opcn
Tucs., Wcds., I'ri., Sat. 9-5 p.m, 338-0613 .

by Mitch Butler
WELL, PAf?DN/iR. GoTTA (;0
PIC/( liP T/lli BMw AfJD
Gl'T BACK To /ttl rENr)/O~£
INT/ME F'oR

THAT MusT HAve Bfl.f'N
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URBAN

COWBoYs.
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. ~RUISESIUPS NOW HIRING for spring, Christmas and next summer breaks. Many positions. Call 1805-682-7555 EXT. $-1163.
Alaska now hiring. Logging, const., fishing, nurses,
teachers, etc. Excellent pay. For more information call
206-748"7544 ext. A-253.
'ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! $32,OOO/yr. income potential. Details, (l)
602-838-8885 Ext. 1'-5924.

ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home, Details. (1) 602-8388885 Ext. W-5924.
.
'NEW DONORS EARN $30 Donating lire saving
plasma. Present this ad andyou will be paid $15
following your initial donation; donate a 2nd time
the same calendar week and you will be paid another
$15. AMERICAN
PLASMA SYSTEMS
1021
Broadway Ave. Open Tucs., Weds., Fri., Sat. 9-5
p.m, 338-0613.
ATTENTION -HIRING!
GovernmentJobs
- your
.(lrca. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext
R5-924.
nEST FUND RAISERS ON CAMPUS! IS YOUR
fraternity, sorority orclub interested inearning$I,OOO.+
for a one-week, on-campus marketing project? You
must be well-organized and hard working. Call Corine
or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY
READING
nOOKS! $32,OOO/year income potential. Details. (I)
'~02-838-8885 Ext. Bk5924.
EXCELLENT
WAGES FOR SPARE TIME ASSEMBLE. EASY WOR~ AT HOME. NO EXPERIENCENEEDED. CALL 1-3 18-828-4989 EXT. H1232.
OPEN 24 HRS. INCLUDING SUNDAY.

"

Market Discover Credit Cards on your campus.
Flexible hours, Earn as much as $lO/hour. Only ten
positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472, ext. 3.
...
VISA OR MASTERCARD!
Even ifbankruptorbad
credit! We Guarantee you a card or ~
your money
back. Call1-805-682-7555EXT.M-1289.
(CaU1days

a week.)
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